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ABSTRACT

Catalytic Janus particles rely on chemical decomposition to self-propel and have displayed enormous potential for targeted drug delivery
and cellular penetration. Catalytic propulsion mechanisms are limiting, however, with fuel requirements and specialized fluid properties
being necessary to achieve propulsion. We have improved the dynamic propulsion of catalytic Janus particles by functionalizing flagellar fil-
aments to one of their hemispheres. Flagellated Janus particles, torqued by rotating magnetic fields, swim along their rotation axis using the
explicit chirality and flexibility of flagella, mimicking flagellar rotation of live bacteria. Depending on the working fluid, flagellated Janus
particles can propel using either catalytic or swimming propulsion. We demonstrate experimentally that flagellated Janus particles behave
predictably under the two actuation modes and can precisely follow trajectories under closed-loop feedback control. Flagellated Janus parti-
cles were demonstrated to swim in both Newtonian and shear-thickening fluids. These are the first Janus particles developed that can be
propelled interchangeably between catalytic and flagellar swimming propulsion, allowing two distinct propulsion mechanisms for future use
within in vivo operations.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0053647

INTRODUCTION

Janus particles are typically composed of two materially dif-
ferent hemispheres,1,2 allowing for diverse physical interactions
and responses to stimuli from the surrounding fluid.3 For these
reasons, Janus particles have displayed surprising versatility as
enhanced minimally invasive drug delivery platforms,4,5 made
strides toward manipulating the processes of biological organ-
isms,6 and have successfully navigated in in vivo environments.7

Methods for propelling Janus particles include light actuation,8

attachment to live bacteria,9 enzyme enabled catalysis,10 hydro-
phobic–hydrophilic interactions,11 and multi-fueled catalyza-
tion.12,13 Most Janus particles rely on chemical catalyzation3,14 to
propel within viscous force dominated low Reynolds number
environments, where specific chemical concentrations are needed
to guarantee propulsion.15 Multiple catalysts exist in the literature
with one of the most common being platinum (Pt), which is used
to greatly accelerate the naturally occurring decomposition reac-
tion of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),

2H2O2 �!Pt 2H2OþO2: (1)

The propulsive force generated from H2O2 decomposition is
sufficient to propel Janus particles through bulk fluids and at
boundaries.14,16–19 Catalytic Janus particles were found to have
their propulsion velocities inversely proportional with their diam-
eter20 and proportional to the concentration of H2O2 in the sur-
rounding fluid.21 Likewise, the structure of the platinum surface
coating and the physical geometries of the Janus particles were
also found to play a role in influencing propulsion direction
during catalysis.22,23 While H2O2 is toxic in high concentrations
(>9%), the effects from short term exposure can be alleviated
using intravenous medicine.24–26 Even so, chemical actuation by
itself is not always viable for in vivo operation, particularly in
regions of the body that possess viscosities much higher than
water,19,27 such as in the gastrointestinal tract.28 In such high vis-
cosity regions, it would be beneficial to have access to another
motion mode that is reliable, can be activated remotely without
the presence of specific chemical agents, and can be used without
fear of chemical toxicity.

Rotating magnetic fields are a common actuation method for
many microrobotic platforms since they are biocompatible and
have long-range transmissibility. Many microswimmers have been
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designed in the literature to effectively couple rotation and transla-
tion from a magnetic field using symmetry considerations; exam-
ples of these include achiral magnetic particles,29 flagellated
nanoswimmers,30–32 helical microswimmers,33 and soft microro-
bots.34 Microscale swimming requires that microrobots either have
a chiral geometry (such as a helix) or some flexibility in order to
produce time irreversible strokes in low Reynolds number environ-
ments;15 this prevents perfectly symmetric microparticles (includ-
ing Janus particles) from propelling in Newtonian fluids under
pure rotation. While symmetric microparticles have been demon-
strated to propel by spontaneous symmetry breaking within some
nonlinearly viscoelastic fluids,35 this propulsion is not always avail-
able, and alternatively, a more explicit mechanism of symmetry
breaking is required to propel Janus particles under rotating fields.

Presented here are catalytic Janus particles that were chemi-
cally functionalized with bacterial flagella harvested from
Salmonella typhimurium (SJW 1103). The attached flagella explic-
itly break the apparent symmetry of the spherical Janus particles
since they are both flexible and chiral in shape, allowing for mobil-
ity matrices that can efficiently convert applied rotational torques
into linear translation;36,37 as the microparticle rotates, it acts as a
large motor that rotates the attached flagella, mimicking live bacte-
ria. These multimodal microrobots, dubbed flagellated Janus parti-
cles (FJPs), can be propelled using either catalytic propulsion from
H2O2 or through swimming propulsion induced by rotating mag-
netic fields. Janus particles that were physically attached to live bac-
teria have been explored previously;38 however, researchers did not
directly control the bacteria’s motion and instead relied on the
random run and tumble of the bacteria to distribute the Janus par-
ticles. Similarly, hybrid systems developed using a combination of
sperm and artificial magnetic microstructures were shown to be
guided by magnetic fields for drug delivery, but relied entirely on
live sperm as the sole propulsion mechanism.39 Here, externally
applied static and rotating magnetic fields can be used to directly
change the velocity and direction of FJPs under swimming propul-
sion, while catalytic propulsion can be directionally navigated using
purely static magnetic fields. FJPs were fabricated using streptavidin
coated ferromagnetic microparticles that were coated with platinum
on one hemisphere, using e-beam evaporation,40 while the other
hemisphere was functionalized with flagella using an avidin–biotin
chemical reaction (see Materials and Methods).37 Figure 1(a) pre-
sents a generalized schematic of the FJPs, while Fig. 1(b) shows a
compressed z-stacked image of an actual FJP observed using an
Olympus confocal laser scanning microscope (FV3000) with a 60×
objective, where several flagella are attached along its right surface.
The distribution of flagella was found to vary heavily between
Janus particles due to the stochastic nature of this self-assembly
and the non-uniform avidin surface coating that remained after
Janus particle fabrication (see Materials and Methods). Despite this
stochastic assembly, propulsion was ubiquitous and easy to achieve
for FJPs under both motion modes. This is the first time Janus par-
ticles possessing both catalytic and flagella-based swimming pro-
pulsion mechanisms have been developed. The FJPs presented here
were directly controlled using externally applied magnetic fields
from an approximate Helmholtz coil system. Subsequent sections
will demonstrate both the reliable velocity responses and directional
control under both motion modes in both Newtonian and

non-Newtonian fluids. A full description of the magnetic field con-
troller and the FJP fabrication process can be found in Materials
and Methods.

RESULTS

Comparative velocity performance

After fabrication, both swimming and catalytic propulsion
modes of FJPs were investigated separately to quantify their behav-
ior. The FJPs were first suspended inside a de-ionized water solu-
tion, containing 5% H2O2 and 5% Tween 20 by concentration, to
examine their velocity under catalysis; the Tween 20 was added to
prevent FJPs from sticking to the substrate surfaces of the sample
chamber and reduce contact friction. Catalytic propulsion was
limited to surface motion throughout these experiments due to
gravity driven sedimentation from the weight of the particles. The
5% concentration of H2O2 was chosen in order to reduce the rate
of bubbles formed within the sample chamber [see Eq. (1)] and
allowed for prolonged experimentation (∼20 min) before serious
microscopy visualization issues occurred. Once a catalytically pro-
pelling FJP was located, it was tracked using image processing (see
Materials and Methods), and its instantaneous velocity was calcu-
lated. Using the magnetic field controller (see Materials and
Methods), the FJPs were directed to follow along a user-determined
trajectory within the x–y plane [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Due to hetero-
geneous differences during fabrication, an offset between the mag-
netic dipoles and the platinum coating created a randomized
propulsion offset angle Ψ relative to the static field direction
[Fig. 1(d)]. This offset angle did not noticeably affect the propulsive
capabilities of the FJPs during experiments. The results of this anal-
ysis produced graphs like the one seen in Fig. 2(a), which shows
the moving average velocity (30-point window) over a 52 s time
interval for six different FJPs; each FJP had at minimum three
independent trials. While each FJP had slight variations in its
velocity as time progressed due to changes in contact surface fric-
tion, the velocity profiles were relatively constant overall. For the
six different FJPs examined under catalytic propulsion, with each of
them having at least three independent trials each, Fig. 2(b) shows
a bar graph displaying their average velocity and standard deviation
over a 30 s time period; the average velocity, μ, and the standard
deviation, σ, for each observed FJP can be seen in Table I. The
average velocity tended to vary between different FJPs, either
because of friction along the substrate or differences in the plati-
num coatings, but they all maintained stable velocities between
multiple trials and were able to propel for prolonged periods of
time. While the velocities achieved by the FJPs under catalytic pro-
pulsion were relatively slow, these velocities can be improved by
increasing the H2O2 concentration in the surrounding fluid as was
shown in the previous literature.21

Another batch of FJPs was next suspended inside of a
15%–30% NaCl solution, without H2O2 present in the medium, in
order to test the efficiency of their swimming propulsion. The
15%–30% NaCl gave the Janus particles a neutral buoyancy and
allowed them to remain far from the boundaries of the sample
chamber (≥100 μm), where all experiments regarding swimming
propulsion occurred. The same approximate Helmholtz coil system
was used to generate rotating magnetic fields to actuate the FJPs in
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conjunction with a superimposed static field (see Materials and
Methods). To understand velocity as a function of rotating mag-
netic field frequency f, the superimposed static field was fixed at a
constant value during each experiment, while the rotating magnetic

field was increased proportionally with frequency in order to
prevent step out (Br ¼ 0:175f , see Materials and Methods);41 the
frequency range selected for these experiments was between 5 and
50 Hz. Only the velocity along the intended propulsion direction

FIG. 1. Morphology of flagellated Janus particles. (a) Schematic of the flagellated Janus particle. Platinum coating enables catalytic propulsion, while the flagella allow
for swimming propulsion. Blue and orange hemispheres represent the magnetic dipoles of the Janus particle. (b) Flagellated Janus particle with flagella distributed
along its surface. Flagella are attached through an avidin–biotin chemical functionalization. Flagella were visualized using an Olympus confocal microscope (FV3000)
with a 60× objective with a Cy3 excitation laser. (c) Janus particle actuated using rotational magnetic fields, where B1

!
rotates the dipoles around the direction vector~n;

attached flagellum will enable swimming motion along~n. When viewed from behind~n, the magnetic field can rotate either counterclockwise or clockwise depending on
the sign of the frequency. (d) Janus particle actuated using chemical catalyzation. The magnetic field, B2

!
, orients the dipoles of the Janus particle, while the chemically

induced propulsion propels the particle along~n at offset angle Ψ, which is the offset of the platinum coating from the magnetic dipoles. The heading angles θ were set
to 0° and 90° for (c) and (d), respectively. See Materials and Methods for a full description of magnetic field controllers for each motion mode.
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(x axis) was analyzed during these experiments; hereafter, this is
referred to as propulsion velocity. The tangential velocity was
found to be significantly smaller in magnitude, constant between
experiments, and had no correlation with frequency; we attribute
this to small thermal fluctuations or slight internal flows in the
sample chamber. As was discussed in the previous work, the coil

FIG. 2. Propulsion characterization of flagellated Janus particles. (a) The moving averaged velocity for an FJP undergoing catalytic propulsion within a 5% H2O2 solution
(the window size of moving average was 30 points). The inset of (a) shows an FJP propelling under catalytic propulsion for 178 s; the scale bar is 10 μm. The total mag-
netic field applied was 3.11 mT. (b) Velocities from six different FJPs [the same ones examined in (a)], from at least three trials, with each being 30 s long under catalytic
propulsion. The error bars show the standard deviation between the average velocity calculated over each of the three trials. (c) Velocity vs frequency curve for FJPs
(magenta), un-flagellated Janus particles (JP, green), and microparticles (black) that were actuated using rotational magnetic fields; the solid line represents a linear fit to
the velocity data points, and the dashed line represents the x-intercept. Six FJPs, ten Janus particles, and seven microparticles were examined, each with at least three
independent trials each. The coefficients of determination (r-squared) were 0.92, 0.33, and −14.52 for FJPs, JPs, and microparticles, respectively. The minimum magnetic
field was 3.40 mT (at 5 Hz), and the maximum was 13.97 mT (at 50 Hz). The inset of (c) shows an FJP propelling under rotational magnetic field propulsion for 15 s; the
scale bar is 10 μm. (d) FJPs were rotated between 40 and 45 Hz under different static magnetic fields. As the static magnetic field is altered, the propulsion velocity of
each FJP is affected differently, with some being able to switch propulsion directions and others experiencing reduced velocities. Four FJPs were examined, each with at
least three independent trials each. The maximum and minimum magnetic fields applied were 12.26 mT (at 0 mT static field) and 12.65 mT (at −2 or 2 mT static field).

TABLE I. Average velocity and standard deviation under catalytic propulsion.

FJP 1 2 3 4 5 6

μ (μm/s) 0.98 0.69 0.92 1.00 1.19 1.22
σ(μm/s) 0.049 0.04 0.037 0.039 0.037 0.051
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forms of the attached flagella remained normal42 in these salt con-
centrations and did not change form as shear rates increased.37 The
random distribution of flagella along the hemisphere of the FJPs
caused microswimmers to swim either along or against the heading
vector [Fig. 1(c)] and was corrected in a post-processing data analy-
sis such that all FJPs had swimming velocities with the same sign
along the rotation axis. The averaged velocity results between six
different FJPs, each with at least three trials each, are shown in
Fig. 2(c), and the solid magenta line represents a linear fit of the
data. To confirm that propulsion was being caused solely by
the attached flagella, control experiments involving magnetic
microparticles and un-flagellated Janus particles of 4 μm diameter
were performed. The magnetic microparticles did not exhibit any
correlation with frequency but did experience a small and near
constant velocity, which we can attribute to slight internal flow;
this is in good agreement with literature predicated symmetry limi-
tations that a symmetric microparticle cannot propel under rotation
in a Newtonian fluid.15,36 Examining un-flagellated Janus particles
did reveal that some Janus particles could propel even without
flagellar surface coating being present, but these were rare occur-
rences; the most likely explanation for this is that during the fabri-
cation process (see Materials and Methods), small non-uniform
platinum geometric irregularities fixed themselves onto the micro-
particle surfaces, thereby explicitly breaking symmetry. While this
does result in a weak correlation with frequency, the application of
flagellar functionalization guaranteed the propulsion of FJPs under
rotating magnetic fields by having a stronger correlation with fre-
quency during the same experiments. The extra source of geomet-
ric irregularity increased the probability of propulsion among
individual flagellated Janus particles.

Swimming behavior was achievable for all FJPs examined, with
their overall velocity profile being mostly linear with frequency;
however, there was a small performance decrease observed after
45 Hz, possibly because of a step-out frequency. Due to the offset of
the flagellar hemisphere from the magnetic dipoles, which is ran-
domly caused during the fabrication process [see Materials and
Methods; see Fig. 1(a)], the velocity of FJPs under swimming propul-
sion could be modulated by changing the magnitude of the applied
static field. To demonstrate this, the superimposed static field was
iterated between −2 and 2mT in 0.2mT increments, while the FJP
was rotated constantly at 40 or 45Hz. The static field altered the
pitch of the FJP dipoles about the heading vector [Fig. 5(b)] and
induced a small secondary rotation about the axis of the dipoles. As
seen in Fig. 2(d), the velocity behavior of FJPs rotating at a constant
frequency changed significantly under different static fields. In some
cases, the FJPs reversed the swimming direction or achieved optimal
propulsion at different static fields. These velocity vs static field
curves varied considerably between individual FJPs and can poten-
tially be used as a parameter in the future to allow for optimization
of individual propulsion velocities or could potentially allow for non-
homogeneous behavior within swarms of FJPs when actuated under
the same globally applied rotating magnetic field input.

Mean square displacement analysis

A two-dimensional mean square displacement (MSD) analysis
was performed to compare both catalytic and swimming

propulsion modes of FJPs. The two-dimensional mean square dis-
placement was calculated using

r2τ
� � ¼ 1

N � τ

XN�τ

i¼1

(r(ti þ τ)� r(ti))
2, (2)

where r2τ
� �

is the scalar MSD at a specific lag time τ, N is the
number of time steps for a given trajectory, r is the position vector,
and ti is the ith time increment.43 An MSD profile is created when
MSD is calculated for a range of lag times and ensemble averaged
over several trials. For both the rotating and catalytic propulsion
cases, the MSD profiles were modeled using

r2τ
� � / 4Dτα , (3)

where D is generalized diffusion and α is the anomalous diffusion
exponent; this model was selected to understand how both motion
modes diffused through the fluid and compare them with a particle
undergoing Brownian motion. Both terms D and α were fitted
from positional data collected from FJPs under both swimming
and catalytic propulsion, using a delayed rejection adaptive
Metropolis (DRAM) Markov Monte Carlo technique.44 The small-
est lag time was 1/30th of a second, and N was at least 300 for both
propulsion modes during experiments. Fittings for both propulsion
modes were obtained with a range of lag times between 1 and 5 s
using the DRAM technique, where no prior distributions were set
for either D or α, and a chain length of 100 000 iterations was uti-
lized; the average of the last 10% of the chain was used to estimate
the two parameters for each propulsion mode. The results of the
MSD analysis can be seen graphically in Fig. 3, which compares
the results from swimming (45 Hz) and catalytic propulsion. Three
FJPs were examined under rotation, six were examined under cata-
lytic propulsion [the same ones used in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], and
seven ferromagnetic microparticles (4 μm diameter) were examined
under pure Brownian motion conditions with no applied magnetic
fields to compare as a control; all particles examined had at least
three independent trials each.

The estimated generalized diffusion coefficient for the swim-

ming propulsion was 0:24 μm2

sα

� �
, and the anomalous diffusion

exponent was 1.92. The estimated generalized diffusion coefficient

for the catalytic propulsion was 0:06 μm2

sα

� �
, and the anomalous

diffusion exponent was 1.93. The estimated generalized diffusion
coefficient for the zero-propulsion scenario for microparticles was

0:02 μm2

sα

� �
, and the anomalous diffusion exponent was 0.85; this

slight subdiffusive behavior occurred from post-processing used to
account for slight tracking errors and drift.45 Both motion modes
had comparatively similar anomalous diffusion exponents, but
there was almost an order of magnitude difference between general-
ized diffusion coefficients of swimming and catalytic propulsion,
respectively. The MSD for the catalytic propulsion was consistent at
both short and large lag times, while the swimming propulsion dis-
played a flat MSD at short lag times and a more uniform profile as
lag time increased. The flat MSD profile at short lag times was the
result of the initial transient rotation of the FJPs as they started
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from rest at the beginning of the experiment; this transient behav-
ior disappears after a lag time of 1 s. Despite these differences, both
motion modes displayed ballistic behavior since their anomalous
diffusion coefficients were greater than 1 and is consistent with the
results presented in the previous sections.

Trajectories under feedback control

FJPs were next examined to determine whether or not consis-
tent directional control was possible using both propulsion modes.
For this experiment, only the heading angle θ was of interest, with
other parameters kept constant. The heading angle θ was manipu-
lated using the simple proportional controller,

_θ ¼ kα, (4)

α ¼ f� θ, (5)

with _θ being the time derivative of θ, k is the user specified gain, f
is the desired heading angle relative from the FJP’s current position
(xc, yc) to the target position (xt , yt), and α is the angular difference
between the desired heading angle f and the actual heading angle
of the particle θ. The target location was user specified as a coordi-
nate within the field of view, while the FJPs current position was
estimated using its centroid. The initial heading angle is arbitrarily
selected before the experiments, while the desired heading angle is
calculated as f ¼ arctan yt�yc

xt�xc
. The equations for this proportional

controller are transferable between both motion modes as described
by Eqs. (6)–(9) in Materials and Methods. The gain, k, was chosen
to be 5 throughout the experiments to ensure that θ achieved
steady state quickly; this was determined through experimental trial
and error. The results of four FJPs can be seen in Fig. 4, with (a)
and (b) showing the trajectories under rotational magnetic fields
(50 Hz and 2mT, 19 Hz and 0.2 mT and Br ¼ 0:5f , respectively)
and (c) and (d) showing trajectories under catalytic propulsion
with two different offset angles (∼45° and ∼0°) directed by a 2 mT
static field; the magenta points and dashed lines represent the
target destinations and shortest paths, respectively. After the dis-
placement error between the propelling FJPs’ centroid and the
target point (magenta point) became small, the target point was
manually iterated to the next location in the sequence and the FJP
would attempt to reach it. FJPs under swimming propulsion were
found to easily follow the intended trajectories repeatably and
quickly. FJPs under catalytic propulsion were also highly consistent
but were prone to experiencing a significant variation due to their
heterogeneous propulsion offset angles Ψ. An example of this can
be seen in Fig. 4(c), where the FJP, with a Ψ of ∼45°, performed
exaggerated parabolic trajectories as it proceeded to each target des-
tination. An FJP with a small Ψ (∼0°), as seen in Fig. 4(d), could
perform the intended trajectory equivalently to the FJPs actuated
under rotating magnetic fields [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The FJPs
under swimming propulsion in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) took 42 s
(50 Hz) and 95 s (19 Hz), respectively, while under catalytic propul-
sion in (c) and (d), the trajectories took 287 and 316 s, respectively.

FIG. 3. Mean square displacement analysis. (a) Mean square displacement for a flagellated Janus particle under both rotating and catalytic propulsion. Contrasting
colored solid lines represent fittings to Eq. (3) for swimming propulsion (FJPs, raw data: magenta, fit: green), catalytic propulsion (FJPs, raw data: green, fit: magenta), and
no propulsion (microparticles, raw data: blue, fit: cyan), respectively. Total magnetic fields for swimming propulsion, catalytic propulsion, and Brownian conditions were
12.65, 3.11, and 0 mT, respectively. Three FJPs were examined under rotation, six FJPs were examined under catalytic propulsion, and seven microparticles were exam-
ined under Brownian conditions (no rotation, no catalysis). (b) and (c) Show the trajectories for FJPs propelling under swimming and catalytic propulsion, while (d) shows
the trajectory for a particle under Brownian conditions. Each trajectory in (b) and (c) shows 20 s of observation.
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FIG. 4. Feedback control and performance of flagellated Janus particles. (a)–(d) Selected trajectory of a FJP under feedback control using (a) and (b) rotating magnetic
fields and (c) and (d) chemical catalyzation. Magenta colored dots represent the desired destination points of the FJP, while the dashed magenta line represents the most
direct path between points. Included with (a)–(d) are the error curves with magenta dashed lines separating the target points. The rotation frequency and the static mag-
netic field for (a) was 50 Hz and 2 mT; Br ¼ 0:175f with a total magnetic field of 13.97 mT. The rotation frequency and the static magnetic field for (b) was 19 Hz and
0.2 mT; Br ¼ 0:5f with a total magnetic field of 15.11 mT. The offset angles for (c) and (d) were ∼ 45° and ∼ 0°, respectively; both experiments had a total magnetic
field of 3.11 mT. The window size for the moving averaged velocity was 100 points for all trajectories.
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Using the trajectories from Figs. 4(a)–4(d), the error was
quantitatively measured as a distance from the intended target
magenta points, and the actual trajectory performed by the FJPs is
displayed as a color bar. In all four scenarios, the error between the
FJPs and each respective target location always decayed to near
zero except for one case in Fig. 4(b) where it could not reach one
of the target locations. It is important to reiterate that, despite the
missed target point in the trajectory of Fig. 4(b), the FJP still rea-
sonably came within a small error of the other target points within
a reasonable time. Consistent with the previous work, the FJP with

a Ψ ffi 45� could still reach all of the target locations, although
having largely curved trajectories [Fig. 4(c)]. However, if an FJP
was ever encountered that had a Ψ . 90�, the target points would
never be reached, as was demonstrated in the previous work.40

Propulsion in a nonlinear fluid

Flagellated Janus particles were deployed inside a 1% poly
(ethylene oxide) solution (PEO, Sigma Aldrich, 189464-250G) to
understand their behavior within a known nonlinear fluid. Unlike

FIG. 5. Propulsion in Poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO). (a) Viscosity vs shear rate curve and (b) the shear rate vs stress curve for 1% PEO. Three independent rheology tests
were performed for PEO and then averaged together. (c) Velocity vs frequency curve for FJPs, JPs, and microparticles actuated in 1% PEO. The r-squared values were
0.99, 0.98, and −0.92 for FJPs, JPs, and microparticles, respectively. Five FJPs, seven Janus particles, and seven microparticles were examined, with at least three inde-
pendent trials each. The minimum magnetic field was 3.40 mT (at 5 Hz), and the maximum was 13.97 mT (at 50 Hz). The inset of (c) shows an FJP propelling in 1% PEO
under rotating magnetic fields for 54 s; the scale bar is 10 μm. (d) Propulsion velocity vs static field for FJPs rotated at 45 Hz. The maximum and minimum magnetic fields
applied were 12.26 mT (at 0 mT static field) and 12.65 mT (at −2 or 2 mT static field).
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the Newtonian fluids used previously (saline solution, de-ionized
water), non-Newtonian fluids have viscosities that are shear rate
dependent. Using a Discovery Hybrid Rheometer (DHR-3, TA
Instruments), a shear sweep was performed using a 40 mm 4° cone-
plate geometry under an incremental shear rate of 1–1000 (1/s)
over three independent trials. The rheology characterization of 1%
PEO is shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) where both the viscosity vs
shear rate and the shear rate vs stress are shown, respectively.
Interestingly, the viscosity vs shear rate curve [Fig. 5(a)] indicates
that a shear-thickening effect occurs after a shear rate of 100 (1/s)
and with the stable shear rate vs stress curve [Fig. 5(b)], indicating
that this behavior is genuine and not the result of fluid being
ejected from the geometry under the high shear rates. The literature
suggests that 1% PEO should be a shear thinning fluid; however,
their reported molecular weights were several magnitudes higher
than the 100 000 molecular weight of the PEO used in these experi-
ments;46 making the estimated shear-thickening behavior a reason-
able possibility. The FJPs discussed previously could achieve shear
rates between 31.4 and 312 (1/s) under respective rotational mag-
netic field frequencies between 5 and 50 Hz, well within the range
of the observed non-linear behavior of the fluid.

FJPs were deployed within the 1% PEO solution (with no
H2O2) and made to replicate the experiments shown previously in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) to understand how frequency and static mag-
netic field iteration effected their velocity profiles. The results of
these swimming experiments can be seen in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)
where there is a strong linear relationship trend present in FJPs
actuated in 1% PEO; however, the overall velocity of the FJPs was
reduced [in comparison with Fig. 2(c)] from 2 to 0.87 μm/s at
50 Hz. While examining control experiments for bare microparti-
cles (4 μm diameter, no flagella) suspended in 1% PEO, it was
observed that there was no propulsion velocity relationship with
frequency, with the near constant residual velocities at each fre-
quency being the result of Brownian motion; this rules out that any
spontaneous symmetry breaking effects are occurring in the fluid.35

However, when examining the propulsive behavior of Janus parti-
cles under a rotating magnetic field, without attached flagellar,
there was a strong correlation between velocity and frequency. This
correlation is highly unexpected, especially considering there was
only a weak correlation with frequency present in the Newtonian
saline solution. One possible explanation is that the small propul-
sive effects from geometric surface deformities on the Janus parti-
cles may have been amplified by the nonlinear behavior of 1%
PEO, as propulsion was ubiquitous between nearly all Janus parti-
cles examined. Catalytic propulsion was not observed in 1% PEO
that contained a 5% concentration of H2O2; the increased viscosity
was most likely too large for the propulsion mechanism to over-
come. This demonstrates, however, that the swimming propulsion
can be situationally more useful depending on the working fluid.

When examining the static field variation [Fig. 5(d)] for FJPs
rotated at a constant frequency (45 Hz), it is clear that FJPs main-
tain similar relationships with a static field variation that were
expressed previously in Fig. 2(d) but again with a reduced velocity
overall, and clear heterogeneities in the curves are most likely the
result of differences in the flagella spatial distribution for each
respective particle. From these results, we can conclude that not
only are these FJPs useful in Newtonian fluids but can also achieve

reasonable performance inside a shear-thickening regime of a
non-Newtonian fluid; surprisingly, Janus particles with surface
deformities can propel in 1% PEO without the need for flagellar
surface coatings.

CONCLUSIONS

Flagellated Janus particles (FJPs) were fabricated to have hemi-
spheres consisting of platinum and bacterial flagella, allowing them
to be actuated using either catalytic or swimming propulsion.
These are the first Janus particles that could be actuated using both
catalytic and flagella-based swimming propulsion modes inter-
changeably. Bacterial flagella distributed along one of the FJP hemi-
spheres allowed for a non-time reversible swimming locomotion to
occur when rotated by a magnetic field. When exposed to an H2O2

solution, the platinum coating on the other hemisphere of the FJPs
acted as a catalyst and initiated catalytic propulsion; however, the
catalytic propulsion only achieved velocities of a few microns per
second under current experimental settings. This will be improved
in the future by adjusting the platinum surface coatings and diame-
ter of the Janus particles. It was demonstrated that velocities of
FJPs were mostly linear with the rotation frequency, while their
velocities under catalytic propulsion were nearly constant with time
for all FJPs examined. Control experiments in Newtonian fluids
revealed that bare microparticles had no correlation with the fre-
quency, while Janus particles (without flagella) only had a weak
correlation with the frequency, most likely the result of surface
deformities during fabrication. Under swimming locomotion, a
superimposed static magnetic field could be used to adjust the
velocity and direction of an FJP rotating at a constant frequency. A
mean square displacement analysis was performed to show that
both motion modes displayed ballistic behavior at short time scales,
with the generalized diffusivity of the swimming propulsion being
an order of magnitude higher than the catalytic propulsion during
experiments. Using proportional feedback control, FJPs could be
made to perform pre-selected trajectories under both motion
modes. However, the offset angle of the propulsion vector to the
applied static magnetic field could produce exaggerated trajectories
for catalytically propelling FJPs. FJPs were suspended inside a
non-Newtonian poly (ethylene oxide) solution (PEO) that was
measured to have shear-thickening properties at the actuation fre-
quencies of the FJPs. Catalytic propulsion was not achievable in 1%
PEO with a 5% H2O2 concentration; however, FJPs were able to
propel in 1% PEO using swimming propulsion while retaining a
linear velocity profile and exhibiting similar propulsive dependen-
cies on static fields such as the Newtonian solutions. While bare
microparticles under the same control experiments did not display
any velocity relationship with frequency and did not experience any
spontaneous symmetry breaking propulsion,35 the un-flagellated Janus
particles, however, did display a high correlation between the velocity
and frequency. Our theory is that the slight surface deformities
present on the Janus particles, combined with the nonlinear behavior
of the poly (ethylene oxide) solution, are enough to allow free propul-
sion in PEO using rotating magnetic fields. Thus, in this particular
nonlinear fluid, flagellar surface coating on Janus particles may not be
necessary.
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While not fully explored here, flagella are polymorphically
transformable under different fluidic conditions and can allow for
different swimming behavior;30 these differences in performance
will be examined in future works for both motion modes. While
the flagella used here are from living bacteria, their use inside
the body can be facilitated through immune repression or by
genetic engineering to remove the pathogen markers that trigger
immune responses. FJPs could eventually be used as an in vivo
diagnostic tools where fluidic properties are directly related to the
conformation of the FJP flagellar coating. Equipping other surface
coatings, such as gold or silver instead of platinum, will allow for
thermal propulsion when exposed to laser excitation and could
potentially be used for applications such as hyperthermia.
Optimizing the flagella distribution along the avidin coated hemi-
sphere will also be investigated. Finally, closed-loop 3D control will
be explored in future works to expand the capabilities of FJPs for in
vivo navigation and sensing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Coil system

A triaxial approximate Helmholtz coil system was utilized to
generate static and rotating magnetic fields in 3D for all experi-
ments. The swimming locomotion of an FJP relied on rotating and
static magnetic fields governed by

B1
�! ¼

�Bs cos θ þ Br sin θ cos ωt
Bs sin θ þ Br cos θ cos ωt

Br sin ωt

2
4

3
5, (6)

~n ¼ �cos θ sin θ 0½ �, (7)

where B1
�!

is the magnetic field vector, Br is the amplitude of the
rotating magnetic field, Bs is the amplitude of the static magnetic
field, ω is the rotational frequency of the field, θ is the heading angle
in the x–y plane, t is time, and ~n is the direction vector. Dipoles of
the FJPs align with B1

�!
as it rotates in the plane perpendicular to

the direction vector ~n and can rotate either clockwise or counter-
clockwise about the direction vector when viewed from behind.
Propulsion along ~n indicates that swimming is occurring because of
the surface coated flagella. As seen in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), the velocity
of the FJP can be directly modulated by changing either the fre-
quency or the superimposed static magnetic field. To ensure that the
dipoles remained in synchronization with the magnetic field, the
amplitude of the rotating magnetic field was scaled with increasing
frequency f. This scaling was selected to be either Br ¼ 0:175f
(50 Hz max) or Br ¼ 0:5f (19Hz max) depending on what fre-
quency range or magnetic field values are needed for the particular
experiment. The maximum and minimum total magnetic fields
shown in figure captions for rotation experiments were calculated
using Eq. (6); this resulting vector was multiplied by an amplification
factor of 1.55 to account for the “approximate” nature of the
Helmholtz coils and then the norm of the vector was calculated to
provide the total magnetic field. A lower scaling allowed for frequen-
cies as high as 50 Hz, while the higher scaling allowed for larger
magnetic fields but limited frequency to ≤20 Hz.

When an FJP was undergoing chemical propulsion, the veloc-
ity profile of the FJP could not be controlled directly using external
stimuli; however, the heading direction of the FJP under catalytic
propulsion could be controlled by static fields using a simplified
version of Eq. (6) where ω ¼ 0,

B2
�! ¼

�BS cos(θ)
Bs sin(θ)

Bz

2
4

3
5, (8)

~p ¼ cos(θ �Ψ) sin(θ �Ψ) 0½ �: (9)

The propulsion vector ~p under catalytic propulsion usually
offsets the magnetic field vector B2

�!
by an offset angle Ψ, which is

randomized during the fabrication process. For all experiments
involving closed-loop control, Ψ was assumed to be zero, and
future works will involve estimating and optimizing Ψ for more
accurate control in real time. The maximum and minimum total
magnetic fields shown in figure captions for catalytic experiments
were calculated using Eq. (8); this resulting vector was multiplied
by an amplification factor of 1.55 to account for the “approximate”
nature of the Helmholtz coils and then the norm of the vector was
calculated to provide the total magnetic field. Figures 1(c) and 1(d)
show schematics of both swimming and catalytic propulsion modes
for Eqs. (6) and (7) and Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively.

The Helmholtz coil system was mounted on the top of a
Leica DM IRB inverted microscope (type 090–132.701), and a
63× objective was used to visualize the FJPs. A complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Point Grey,
FL3-U3-13Y3M-C) recording at 30 frames per second (fps) was
used to record experiments in real time. Programmable power
supplies (KEPCO-BOP-5M) were linked to a data acquisition
board (National Instruments, DAQ) and interfaced with a cus-
tomized LabVIEW, which could adjust the desired magnetic field
parameters. The LabVIEW program could track the centroids of
observed particles using image binarization and morphological
filters. Post-processing was carried using MATLAB where posi-
tional data of the FJPs were converted to velocity data by taking
the positional changes of FJPs between individual camera frames.
The pixel distance was found to be 0.152 μm/pixel, with the
camera resolution being 512 × 640.

Fabrication of flagellated Janus particles

Streptavidin coated ferromagnetic microparticles (10.6 μm,
Spherotech, IL) at 0.5% (w/w) concentration within a de-ionized
water solution were distributed as a monolayer on a glass substrate.
The surface of the glass substrate was made hydrophilic using
UV-Ozone such that the aqueous solution spreads out evenly along
the surface. The prepared sample was then heated up to 80 °C on a
hot plate to evaporate the water, leaving only the microparticle
monolayer on the substrate. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was utilized
to separate the clustered microparticles from each other by etching
the bead surface uniformly. To ensure the self-propulsion with the
catalytic reaction of H2O2, a platinum (Pt) layer with a thickness of
20 nm was coated on the top half of the microparticles using an
e-beam thermal evaporator (Temescal CV-8 e-beam evaporator).
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Platinum was evaporated at a slow rate of 0.02 nm/s to ensure high-
quality deposition. The coated microparticles were then detached
from the glass surface by gently washing the substrate with
de-ionized water and agitated with a paint brush. The final size of
the Janus particles was measured to be ∼4 μm. Streptavidin coated
ferromagnetic microparticles (4 μm, Spherotech, IL) were used for
control experiments. This process is also outlined in the previous
work, where scanning electron microscopy images were used to
confirm the presence of the platinum surface coating.40

An avidin coating along the uncoated hemisphere of the Janus
particles remained intact after the fabrication process. While the
size of this area along the hemisphere is variable, it can still be uti-
lized to chemically attach single-end biotinylated flagella filaments
along the surface of the Janus particle. The flagella were isolated
from S. typhimurium (SJW 1103) and repolymerized using
methods adapted from Asakusa’s original procedures47,48 and
established in the previous work.30,31,37 We used S. typhimurium
simply because we have the most experience with it, but other bac-
teria such as E. coli can also be used to harvest flagella.49

Non-pathogenic S. typhimurium (SJW 1103) was cultured in 10 l of
Luria-Bertani (LB) broth, with additional additives in percent by
weight including: 1.00% yeast extract, 1.00% tryptone, 0.30%
glucose, 0.66% dipotassium phosphate, and 0.03% monopotassium
phosphate. After a 12–16 h incubation-shaking process (36 °C,
130 rpm), the culture media were placed inside 50 ml centrifuge
tubes and centrifuged with a 3500 relative centrifugal force (rcf ) for
35 min, causing the bacteria in the LB broth to become pelleted to
the bottom of the centrifuge tubes; the supernatant was then
removed and discarded into a liquid biohazard container.
Centrifuge tubes with pelleted bacteria had more bacteria culture
solution added, and the centrifugation process was repeated until
all the remaining solution was exhausted. The pelleted bacteria
were then resuspended into a 0.01M potassium phosphate buffer
(pH 6.5, referred to as polymerization buffer) with a 150 mM of
NaCl using a piston pipette; the bacteria suspension was concen-
trated together into a single tube with a final volume of 50 ml. This
concentrated solution of bacteria was then vortexed for more than
20 min to mechanically shear the flagella from the bacterial
bodies37 and subsequently centrifuged for 15 min at 16 000 rcf in
order to pellet bacterial bodies while keeping the flagella in suspen-
sion; the supernatant was transferred then to new tubes, while the
bacterial pellets were disposed off into a biohazard box. The flagel-
lar solution was then centrifuged at 100 000 rcf for 1 h to pellet the
flagella. The purified flagellar pellet was then resuspended in poly-
merization buffer with a final volume of 1.5 ml per pellet; further
purifications at 100 000 rcf for 1 h were performed as needed
depending on the researcher’s judgment. Roughly 20% of the iso-
lated flagella by volume were taken and mixed with EZ-Link™
NHS-Biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 20217) using the standar-
dized process outlined by Thermo Fisher. After 30 min, the biotin
complex was completely bound to the surfaces of the flagella. The
biotinylated flagella solution was then centrifuged at 16 000 rcf for
15 min to remove any excess biotin while leaving the flagella in sus-
pension. Both the biotinylated and nonbiotinylated flagellar solu-
tions were then placed in a water bath at 65 °C for 10 min in order
to thermally depolymerize the flagella into constituent flagellin
monomers. Both solutions were then centrifuged at 150 000 rcf for

1 h to remove any excess proteins, debris, or remaining excess
biotin, while flagellin monomers remained in suspension. The
supernatants containing flagellin monomers were then transferred
to new centrifuge tubes. The biotinylated monomers were then
introduced into a 2M sodium phosphate solution of an equal
volume (750 μl each) and incubated for 30 min at 36 °C in order to
turn the monomers into short flagella (referred to as seeding parti-
cles). The seeds were then introduced into the non-biotinylated
monomers in a 1:5 ratio and uniformly mixed by vortexing for
5 min; the mixture was left to incubate for 48 h at room tempera-
ture. The resulting repolymerized flagella were between 10 and
25 μm in length and had biotin surface coating at one of their end
points.37 The repolymerized flagella were usually so highly concen-
trated that they looked like a white gelatinous mass. The repolymer-
ized flagella (gelatinous mass) were then gently suspended using a
0.01M potassium phosphate (pH 7.5, conjugation buffer) with
150 mM of NaCl solution, centrifuged at 10 000 rcf for 1 h and
resuspended using a 0.01M potassium phosphate (pH 7.5, referred
to as conjugation buffer) with 150 mM of NaCl solution for a total
volume of 1.5 ml. A Cy3 dye (Sigma Aldrich, GEPA23001) was
reconstituted in conjugation buffer (1.5 ml) and then mixed in a
1:1 ratio with the flagellar solution; 1 M of sodium bicarbonate was
added (5% of the final volume) to help the dye attach to the fla-
gella. After 2 h, the Cy3 labeled flagella were centrifuged at
100 000 rcf, pelleted, and resuspended using the conjugation buffer
for a total volume of 1.5 ml.37 The final centrifugation and resus-
pension processes sheared the repolymerized flagella, reducing
their overall length to roughly half.

Approximately 5–20 μl of flagellar solution was placed in a
5 ml centrifuge tube containing 1–2 μl of Janus particle solution;
this mixture was gently shaken for 5 min to ensure flagellated Janus
particle formation. Avidin–biotin bonding, between the microparti-
cle and the flagellar ends, is the strongest non-covalent bond found
in nature. Flagellated Janus particles were visualized using an
Olympus confocal microscope (FV3000), and a z-stack was used to
produce the image shown in Fig. 1(b). The distribution of flagella
along the hemisphere was highly random, but it was visually esti-
mated that anywhere from one to six flagella were present along
the surfaces of the particles with average lengths of about 5 μm,
with the longest flagella observed being about 8 μm; while not dis-
cussed in this paper, it was found in the previous work that velocity
performance improves as flagella length increases.31 After the
fluid medium of interest is added to the flagellated Janus particle
solution, bringing the total volume of the centrifuge tube to
750–1000 μl, a portion of the fluid is loaded into a polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) chamber 3 mm in diameter and 1 mm in height
situated on a No. 1.5 glass cover slide (25 × 30 mm2). The chamber
was then sealed using a smaller No. 1.5 glass cover slide
(18 × 18 mm2) and placed in the center of the approximate
Helmholtz coil system where it was ready for experimentation.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for a video demonstrating
select experiments performed by flagellated Janus particles.
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